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Field dependence of magnetization reversal by spin transfer
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We describe and analyze the effect of an applied field (Happl) on the current-driven magnetization reversal
in pillar-shaped Co/Cu/Co trilayers. Depending on the magnitude ofHappl, we observe two different types of
transitions between the parallel~P! and antiparallel~AP! magnetic configurations of the the Co layers. IfHappl

is smaller than some threshold value, the transitions between P and AP are relatively sharp and irreversible. For
Happl exceeding this threshold value, the transitions are progressive and reversible. We show that this behavior
can be precisely accounted for by introducing the current-induced torque of the spin transfer models into a
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation to determine the stability or instability of the P and AP states. This analysis
also provides a good description for the field dependence of the critical currents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1996, Slonczewski1 and Berger2 predicted that the
magnetization of a magnetic layer can be reversed by in
tion of a spin polarized current and spin transfer to the lay
Magnetization reversal without application of an extern
magnetic field would be of considerable interest to swi
magnetic microdevices, so that these theoretical predict
prompted extensive experimental studies of the effect of s
polarized currents on magnetic nanostructures.3–12 The most
quantitative results have been obtained on multilaye
pillars,7,9–11 typically Co/Cu/Co trilayers, in which the mag
netic moment of a thin Co layer is reversed by the sp
polarized current injected from a thicker Co layer. The
experiments have confirmed some of the main features
dicted by the theory:~i! the effects induced by opposite cu
rents are opposite: if the current of a given sign favors
parallel~P! magnetic configuration of the trilayer, the curre
of the opposite sign favors the antiparallel~AP! configura-
tion; ~ii ! the current densities needed to switch such magn
configuration are of the order of magnitude predicted
theory, i.e., 107 A/cm2. On the other hand, the experiment
data have not yet established clearly the variation of the c
cal currents with the layer thickness, nor has the effect o
applied magnetic field been fully understood.

From the theoretical point of view, several models ha
been developed. In most of them,13–20 the calculation of the
current-induced torque is based on Slonczewski’s concep1 of
spin transfer involving the transverse components of the
rent spin polarization. Another approach, proposed
Heide,20 involves the longitudinal components of the pola
ization and the effect of the current is expressed by an ef
tive exchange-like interaction between the magnetic m
ments of the two magnetic layers. The second theoret
issue, after calculating the torque, is the description of
reversal process induced by the torque in the presenc
applied and anisotropy fields and, in particular, the deter
nation of the critical currents.4,21–22

Here we focus on the influence of an applied fieldHappl
on the magnetization reversal induced by a spin current.
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will analyze our experimental results on Co/Cu/Co pilla
~that were partially published elsewhere9! and show the ex-
istence of two different field regimes. If the applied fie
does not exceed some threshold value, there is an irrever
and relatively sharp transition between the parallel~P! and
antiparallel~AP! magnetic configurations of the Co layers.
a second regime, for fields above this threshold value,
transition between P and AP is progressive and reversi
We will explain that this behavior can be well accounted
by introducing the current-induced torque of the spin trans
models in a Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation to study t
stability of the P and AP states. It will also be shown that t
existence of these different regimes of the field depende
of the critical currents cannot be explained in a model
scribing the effect of the current as an effective exchange
interaction between the magnetic moments of the co
layers.20 A second important issue—the dependence of
critical currents on the layer thicknesses—will be discus
in a further publication.

In Sec. II, we describe the results we obtain in expe
ments where the current varies at constant magnetic fi
These experiments give clear evidence of two different
gimes. In Sec. III, we present our theoretical analysis of
stability of the P and AP configurations and we interpret
experimental results of Sec. II. In Sec. IV, devoted to a d
ferent experimental approach for the study the magnetiza
reversal by spin transfer, we present and discuss experim
in which the field varies at constant current. The field dep
dence of the critical currents is analyzed in Sec. V and
summarize our conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. RESISTANCE vs CURRENT AT CONSTANT APPLIED
MAGNETIC FIELD

Our experiments have been performed on pillar-sha
Co1~15 nm!/Cu~10 nm!/Co2~2.5 nm! trilayers. The submi-
cronic (2003600 nm2) pillars are fabricated bye-beam li-
thography. Details on the fabrication have been descri
elsewhere.9 The trilayer exhibits CPP-GMR effects, with
difference of about 1 mV between the resistances in the
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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J. GROLLIERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174402 ~2003!
and AP configurations. This change of resistance~GMR ef-
fect! has been used to determine the changes of the mag
configuration of the trilayer.

For all the experimental data we present, the initial m
netic configuration~prior to the injection of a dc current! is a
parallel ~P! magnetic configuration of the system with th
magnetic moments of the Co layers along the positive dir
tion of an axis parallel to the long side of the rectangu
pillar. The magnetic fieldHappl is applied along the positive
direction of the same axis~thus stabilizing this initial P mag
netic configuration!. We record the variation of the pilla
resistance~R! as the dc current~I! is increased or decrease
The results we report here are obtained at 30 K~the critical
currents are smaller at room temperature!. In our definition, a
positive dc current corresponds to the electron flow from
thick Co layer to the thin one.

In Fig. 1, we present the variation of the resistanceR as a
function of the dc currentI for Happl50 and 125 Oe. Starting
from a P configuration~for I 50) and increasing the curren
to positive values, we observe only a progressive and rev
ible small increase of the resistanceR, which can be ascribed
to some heating of the sample~this has been also seen in a
other experiments on pillars7,9–11 when the current density
reaches the range of 107 A/cm2). In contrast, when the cur
rent is negative and at a critical valueI C

P→AP, an irreversible
jump of the resistance (DR'1 mV) is clearly seen, which
corresponds to a transition from the P to the AP configu
tions and therefore indicates the reversal of the magn
moment of the thin Co layer. The trilayer then remains in t
high resistance state@the RAP(I ) curve# until the current is
swept to positive values, where, at the critical currentI C

AP→P,
the resistance drops back to theRP(I ) curve. In a small range
of applied magnetic field~that we shall note asregime A!,
this type of hystereticR(I ) curve is the fingerprint of the
magnetization reversal by spin injection.7,9–11

If the applied magnetic field is zero,I C
P→AP>215 mA

~corresponding to the current densityj C
P→AP>21.25

3107 A/cm2) and I C
AP→P>114 mA (j C

AP→P>11.17
3107 A/cm2). With a positive applied field, which stabilize
the P configuration,uI C

P→APu increases andI C
AP→P decreases

FIG. 1. Resistance vs dc current in sample 1 forHappl50 ~black!
andHappl5125 Oe~gray!.
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This is seen in Fig. 1 by comparing the critical currents v
ues obtained forHappl50 and Happl51125 Oe. We, how-
ever, emphasize that, in this example, the shift ofI C

AP→P,
induced by the applied field, is larger than that ofI C

AP→P.
The R(I ) curve for Happl51500 Oe ~shown in Fig.

2! illustrates the different behavior we observe when
applied fields are higher~which we callregime B!. Starting
from I 50 in a P configuration@on the RP(I ) curve#, a
large enough negative current still induces a transition fr
P to AP, but now this transition is very progressive and
versible. TheR(I ) curve departs from theRP(I ) curve at
I start

P→AP>225 mA (j start
P→AP>22.083107 A/cm2), reaches fi-

nally RAP(I ) at I end
P→AP>245 mA (j end

P→AP>23.75
3107 A/cm2) and, for higher negative values of the curre
the resistance continues to follow theRAP(I ) curve. On
the way back ~towards positive values of the current!,
R(I ) departs fromRAP(I ) at I start

AP→P5I end
P→AP>245 mA and

reaches finallyRP(I ) at I end
AP→P5I start

P→AP>225 mA. If the
same type of experiment is done at even higher values of
applied field, the transition is similarly progressive and
versible, but occurs in a higher negative current range.
nally, for very large applied field (Happl55000 Oe), the tran-
sition is out of our experimental current range, and t
recorded curve is simplyRP(I ).

III. CALCULATION OF THE CRITICAL CURRENTS
IN THE PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL FIELD

In order to study the stability or instability of a P~AP!
configuration in the presence of a dc current, we will stu
the motion of the magnetic moment of the thin cobalt lay
by using a Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert~LLG! equation in which
we introduce a current-induced torque of the form predic
by Slonczewski.1 This approach is certainly less quantit
tively precise than those based on micromagnetics sim
tions with non-uniform magnetization,22 but, as we will see,
it can nevertheless account for most of the qualitative f
tures of the experimental results.

Our notation is summarized in Fig. 3. We denote the u

FIG. 2. Resistance vs dc current in sample 2 forHappl50
~black!, Happl51500 Oe ~gray!, and Happl515000 Oe ~dotted
line!.
2-2
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FIELD DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174402 ~2003!
vectors along the magnetic moments of the thick and thin
layers asm̂1 andm̂2 , respectively. We suppose that there
an uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in the layer plane along
x axis ~the long side of the rectangular layers in our expe
ments! and thatm̂1 is fixed in the positive direction of this
axis. We noteûx[m̂1 the unit vector along thex axis, andûz
the unit vector along thez axis perpendicular to the layers
The magnetic fieldHappl, as in our experiments, is applie
along thex axis. The stability conditions for the P or A
configurations are obtained by studying the motion ofm̂2
when the angleu betweenm̂2 andûx is close to either 0 orp.
The LLG equation can be written as

dm̂2

dt
52g0m̂23@Heffûx2Hd~m̂2 .ûz!ûz#

1am̂23
dm̂2

dt
2GP~AP) jm̂23~m̂23ûx!, ~1!

where

Heff5Happl6Han. ~2!

Hd54pMs describes the anisotropy induced by the dem
netizing field,Han is the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy,1 or 2
depend whether the configuration is close to P or AP, anda is
the Gilbert damping coefficient. The last term in Eq.~1! is
the contribution from the spin torque,1 j is the current density
and

GP~AP)5
2mBPS

P~AP)

t2Mse
. ~3!

The coefficientPS is a coefficient of transverse spin pola
ization and takes different value (PP or PAP) depending on
whetherm̂2 is close to either the P or the AP configuration,t2
is the thickness of the thin Co layer andMs is the Co mag-
netization.

At this point, it could be noted that an analytical approa
based on equations similar to Eq.~1! has already been use
by Katine et al.7 and Sun21 to derive the critical currents
However, these authors have considered a particular
only. They first solved the LLG equation without the Gilbe
and current-induced terms and derived the motion equa
for the small periodic elliptical precession ofm̂2 aroundûx
~or 2ûx) generated by only the field terms of Eq.~1!. They
then calculated the work of the Gilbert and current-induc

FIG. 3. Notation for the calculation of Sec. III:m̂1 andm̂2 are
unit vectors along the magnetization of the thick and thin magn
layers respectively; there is an uniaxial magnetic anisotropy fi
Han along thex axis ~long side of the rectangular layers in ou
experiments!; m̂1 and the applied fieldHappl are in the positive
direction of thex axis.
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terms of Eq.~1! ~during a period of this elliptical preces
sion!, and derived the stability or instability of the configu
ration from the sign of the calculated work. This method c
be applied only when the motion generated by the appl
anisotropy and demagnetizing field, is a periodic precess
i.e., for Happl,Han ~whenm̂2 is close to2ûx around the AP
configuration! and for Happl.2Han ~when m̂2 is close to
1ûx around the P configuration!. Our present calculation is
more general and holds for any value of the applied field
long as it is smaller than the demagnetizing field. As a c
sequence, we will show that theregime Bof our experimen-
tal results is expected in a field range where the approac
Katine et al.7 and Sun21 cannot be applied.

Projecting the LLG equations onto the three axesx, y, and
z, we obtain the following equations for the componentsmx ,
my , andmz of m̂2 :

ṁx5g0Hdmzmy1amyṁz2amzṁy1GP~AP) j ~my
21mz

2!,

ṁy52g0Heffmz2g0Hdmzmx1amzṁx2amxṁz

2GP~AP) jmxmy , ~4!

ṁz5g0Heffmy1amxṁy2amyṁx2GP~AP) jmxmz .

When the angleu betweenm̂2 andûx5m̂1 is small~or close
to p!, by keeping only the terms of first order inmy andmz
and also neglecting the terms ina2 ~the Gilbert coefficient is
a small number!, Eq. ~4! can be written as

mx561,

ṁy57~ag0Heff1G j !my1@2g0~Heff6Hd!1aG j #mz ,
~5!

ṁz5~g0Heff2G j !my1@2ag0~6Heff1Hd!7aG j #mz ,

where6 ~7! means1 ~2! when the configuration is clos
to P, and2 ~1! when the configuration is close to AP. Also
G is GP or GAP. The general solutions formy andmz are of
the form

A exp~k1t !1B exp~k2t !. ~6!

The condition for the instability of a given magnetic config
ration ~P or AP! is related to the sign of the real part ofk1
andk2 : a positive sign means that the amplitude of the m
tion of m̂2 increases with time and that the configuration
unstable.k1 and k2 are the solutions of the quadratic equ
tion which, after dropping the terms of second order ina, is
written as

k262kF2g0S Heff6
Hd

2 D6G j G1G2 j 21g0
2Heff~Heff6Hd!

50. ~7!

The solution of Eq.~7! and the expressions fork1 andk2
are detailed in Appendix A. Here, we focus on the resu
corresponding to our experiments, i.e., whenHappl is positive
and thus favors the orientation ofm̂2 ~thin layer! in the di-
rection parallel toûx5m̂1 ~thick layer!. The results for nega-

ic
ld
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FIG. 4. Critical currents vs applied field~schematic representation!. The line 1, derived from Eq.~8! [ Eq. ~10!, separates the region
where the P configuration is stable~above the line! and unstable~below!. The line 2, derived from Eq.~9! in regime Aand Eq.~11! in regime
B, separates the regions where the AP configuration is stable~below the line! and unstable~above!. The dotted curve in the zone'a2Hd is
a guide for the eye in the cross over regime betweenregime AandB. In regime A, the stability regions of P and AP overlap between t
curves 1 and 2, which leads to the hysteretic behavior shown in insets~a! and ~b!, see discussion in the text. Inregime B, the P and AP
configurations are both unstable in the region between curves 1 and 2, which leads to the progressive and reversible transition sho
~g!, see text.
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n-
tive values ofHappl are presented in Appendix B.
The overall behavior forHappl.0 can be separated int

three different regimes, which we will now discuss sep
rately. They are also schematically depicted in Fig. 4.

A. H applÌ0 and H anÀH applša2H d

This low field regimeA is for Happl between zero and a
few tens of Oe belowHan @if one estimatesa2Hd from the
value ofa derived from FMR~Ref. 23!#. The P configuration
becomes unstable when the sign of the real part ofk1 andk2
is positive, that is, for

j ,2
ag0

GP S Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D ,

whereas the AP configuration is unstable for

j .1
ag0

GAP S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D .
17440
-

It turns out that, in regimeA, the P and AP configurations ar
both stable between the negative and positive threshold
rents of the two preceding equations. In the diagram of F
4, this corresponds to the overlap of the stability regions
the P and AP configurations between lines 1 and 2 in zonA.
Thus, starting from a P configuration at zero current a
going down to negative values of the current, the P confi
ration becomes unstable at a current for which the AP c
figuration is stable, and the system can switch directly from
to AP. This occurs at the critical current densityj C

P→AP:

j c
P→AP52

ag0

GP S Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D . ~8!

In Fig. 4 and in the insets~a! or ~b! of Fig. 4, this corre-
sponds to the pointsM0 ~at zero field! or M ~nonzero field!.
When the current returns to zero and becomes positive,
AP configuration becomes unstable, and it can switch
rectly to a stable P configuration at the critical current de
sity j c

AP→P @points N0 and N in Fig. 4 and in the insets~a!
and ~b! of Fig. 4#:
2-4
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FIELD DEPENDENCE OF MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174402 ~2003!
j c
AP→P51

ag0

GAP S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D . ~9!

Such a hysteretic behavior, with direct transitions betwee
and AP, corresponds to our experimental observations at
field ~see Fig. 1!. A similar behavior and similar equation
for the critical currents are obtained in the approach of K
tine et al.7 and Sun.21

B. H applÌ0 and H applÀH anša2H d

The condition of instability of the P configuration~posi-
tive signs ofk1 andk2) is similar to the one derived for th
caseA, i.e.,

j ,2
ag0

GP S Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D .

On the other hand, the condition for an unstable AP confi
ration has changed and becomes

j .2
g0

GAP F ~Happl2Han!S Happl2Han1
Hd

2 D G1/2

Now there is a current range where none of the P and
configurations is stable~as this can be shown straightfo
wardly by comparing the two preceding treshold currents
(Happl2Han)@a2Hd and Hd@Han). Starting from a P con-
figuration at zero current and sweeping the current to ne
tive values, the P configuration becomes unstable at the c
cal current densityj start

P→AP @point Q in Fig. 4 and in the inset
~g! of Fig. 4#:

j start
P→AP52

ag0

GP
S Happl1Han1

Hd

2 D . ~10!

However, the AP configuration is not stable at this curr
density. Taking into account the condition for the stabil
aroundu5p, the AP configuration is reached only at th
critical current densityj end

P→AP @point R in Fig. 4 and in inset
~g! of Fig. 4#:

j end
P→AP52

g0

GAP @~Happl2Han!~Happl2Han1Hd!#1/2.

~11!

When the current is swept back, the AP configuration
comes unstable at the same critical current density@see Eq.
~11!, and pointR in Fig. 4 and in inset~g! of Fig. 4#:

j start
AP→P5 j end

P→AP. ~12!

The P configuration is reached only for

j end
AP→P5 j start

P→AP ~13!

which is the pointQ in Fig. 4 and in inset~g! of Fig. 4. We
therefore expect aprogressiveand reversibletransition be-
tween P and AP. During the progressive transition, the s
tem is in a state of maintained precession.
17440
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C. H applÌ0 and H applÀH anÉa2H d

The condition for an unstable P configuration is the sa
as in caseA or B. On the other hand, whenu is close top,
there is no simple analytical solution of Eq.~5! if Happl is in
a zone of width'a2Hd aroundHan ~see Fig. 4!. The dotted
line in Fig. 4 is what is qualitatively expected for the vari
tion of the critical current of the AP configuration in th
crossover zone.

The insets of Fig. 4 summarize the expectedR(I ) varia-
tions. The insets~a! and ~b! represent the expectedR(I )
variations in theregime A. The hysteretic behavior is com
parable to what is observed experimentally at low field~Fig.
1!. In Eqs.~8!, ~9! for Happl50, the asymmetry between th
critical currents of the P→AP and AP→P transitions in inset
~a!, comes from the difference betweenGP andGAP. When
Happl increases both transitions are shifted to the left, as r
resented in inset~b!. The larger shift we observe forj c

AP2P in
Fig. 1 is probably due to the deviations from Eq.~9! when
one approaches the crossover region betweenregimes Aand
B. The inset~g! represents theR(I ) curve expected in the
regime B. The slope corresponds to the progressive and
versible transition betweenQ andR in Fig. 4. This behavior
corresponds to what is observed experimentally at high fi
in Fig. 2. Such a behavior cannot be predicted
calculations7,21 assuming that the motion ofm̂2 is a periodic
precession, which is obviously not the case inregime B.

In order to extend our approach to a more quantitat
level, we have also calculated the critical currents in b
regimes predicted by Eqs.~8!–~11!. The parameter we us
are t252.5 nm, PP50.07 and PAP50.41 ~derived in the
model of Fert et al.19 from CPP-GMR data on Co/Cu
multilayers24,25!, a50.007 ~Ref. 23!, Hd51.79 T andHan
5150 Oe, which is approximately the field of the crossov
betweenregimes Aand B in our experiments~this value is
also close to the value ofHan derived from the numerica
calculations of Chenet al.26 for rectangular prisms!.

For sample 2, inregime Aand in zero applied magneti
field, we obtainj c

P→AP524.93107 A/cm2 ~experimentally,
21.63107 A/cm2) and j c

AP→P510.83107 A/cm2

~exp.,11.173107 A/cm2). For Happl5500 Oe in the regime
B, we obtain j start

P→AP525.13107 A/cm2 ~exp.,22.08
3107 A/cm2) and j end

P→AP52333107 A/cm2 ~exp., 23.75
3107 A/cm2). This shows that the expressions of the sp
transfer model predict the right order of magnitude for t
critical currents in both theA and B regimes. The stronger
discrepancy forj end

P→AP may be due to the difficulty to deter
mine precisely the point where theR(I ) curve merges into
the RAP(I ) curve ~see Fig. 2! and to the probable underest
mate of j end

P→AP.
Finally, it is interesting to see what are the conditions

the occurrence of the instabilities if the effect of the curre
is described by an effective interaction energy of the fo
Eint52g jm̂1 .m̂2 , as in the model proposed by Heide.20

This interaction can be expressed by an effective field}g jûx
which adds toHeffûx in the first term of the LLG equation
@see Eq.~1!#. Following the same approach as above to d
termine the stability~or instability! of the P and AP configu-
rations, one can find only a hysteretic behavior with dire
transitions for
2-5
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J. GROLLIERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 174402 ~2003!
j c
P→AP52g0~Happl1Han!/g

j c
AP→AP5g0~Han2Happl!/g. ~14!

In other words, this approach does not predict the existe
of a regime with nonhysteretic and reversible reversal, wh
is in clear contradiction with the observations at high fie
Furthermore,~as we will also show later! the field depen-
dence of the critical currents expected from Eq.~14! is not
consistent with the experimental variation. However we c
not rule out some mixing of a small exchange like interact
into a predominant Slonczewski-like term.

IV. RESISTANCE vs APPLIED MAGNETIC FIELD
AT CONSTANT dc CURRENT

In Fig. 5, we present the variation of the resistance~R! of
a pillar as a function of the applied field (Happl) for several
values of the dc currents (I 5150, 230, 240, and 250
mA!.

TheR(Happl) curve forI 5150 mA is flat, i.e., there is no
GMR. This means that a large positive current is able
maintain the P configuration of the Co magnetic mome
throughout our experimental field range. This can be co
pared with what occurs when there is a strong ferromagn
interlayer coupling.

In negative currents, on the other hand, theR(Happl)
curves exhibit a bell-shaped profile, which mimics the GM
of an antiferromagnetically coupled trilayer. In addition t
width of the bell-shapedR(Happl) curves broadens when th
current increases, in the same way the GMR curves broa
when the strength of the AF coupling increases. The va
tion of R with H can be related to what is expected when o
moves on the horizontal line ST of the diagram of Fig.
Starting from high field atI 5250 mA, for example, the
upturn from the baseline at aboutHappl515600 Oe indicates
the beginning of the progressive transition from P to AP
point S in Fig. 4 ~in the regime Bof the diagram, as expecte

FIG. 5. Resistance vs applied magnetic field in sample 2 foI
5250 mA ~black!, 240 mA ~gray!, and230 mA ~light gray!. For
clarity, the curves have been shifted vertically to have the same
field baseline.R(H) for I 5150 mA is shown in the inset.
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at high field!. As Happl decreases from 5600 Oe to a sm
value close to the anisotropy field, the progressive~and re-
versible! increase ofR corresponds to the progressive cros
over from P to AP betweenSandT. It, however, turns out the
noise in theR(H) curves at small field in Fig. 5 does no
allow us to determine precisely the fieldHT at which the
point T is reached. WhenHappl becomes negative, the mo
mentm1 of the thick Co layer is reversed. But, at low fie
~regime A! in the presence of a large negative current, th
configuration is unstable and the AP one is stable, so
there is an immediate reversal ofm2 restoring the AP con-
figuration. This explains why there is practically no disco
tinuity of the R(Happl) curves in the region of their maxi
mum.

Quantitative values ofj start
P→AP for a given applied field can

be extracted from theR(Happl) curves, for example,
j start
P→AP(5600 Oe!5250 mA. We will make use of these dat

in the discussion of the field dependence of the critical c
rent of the transition from P to AP in the next section. On t
other hand, as discussed above, the value of the fieldHT
cannot be precisely derived from our experiments, so t
j start
AP→P(Happl) cannot be reliably estimated and its field d

pendence will not be discussed.

V. FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE CRITICAL CURRENTS

The experimental values of the critical current charact
izing the instability of the P configuration in one of ou
samples are plotted as a function of the applied field in F
6. This includes the critical currentj c

P→AP derived from the
experiments of Sec. II~for clarity, as the field range of thes
experiments is very narrow compared to the scale of Fig
only the value at zero field has been plotted! and the critical
current j start

P→AP of regime Btaken from theR(Happl) data of
Fig. 5. It can be seen that all the experimental points
approximately on the same straight line.

h

FIG. 6. Field dependence of the critical current for the instab
ity of the P configuration (j c

P→AP in regime Aand j start
P→AP in regime

B!. The symbols represent the experimental data for sample 2.
dotted line, from Eq.~15!, is the expected variation in spin transfe
models based on torques of Slonczewski type. The dashed
from Eq.~14!, is the expected variation for an exchangelike curre
induced interaction~Ref. 20!.
2-6
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According to Eq.~8! for j c
P→AP of regime Aand Eq.~10!

for j start
P→AP of regime B,

j c
P→AP5 j start

P→AP5 j c
P→AP~Happl50!F11

Happl

Han1Hd/2G .
~15!

The variation withHappl calculated withHd51.79 T and
Han5150 Oe~see Sec. III! is represented as a dotted line o
Fig. 6. The agreement between the slopes of the experim
tal and calculated lines is rather satisfactory. In contrast
experimental variation is in strong disagreement with
dashed line expected from Eq.~14! when the effect of the
current is described by an effective interaction21 }m̂1•m̂2 .

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The following main conclusions can be derived from o
experimental results and their analysis.

~1! The experimental results for magnetization reversal
spin transfer in the presence of an external magnetic fi
show the existence of two qualitatively different regimes
low field regime A, with direct and irreversible transition
between the P and AP configurations of the trilayer, an
high field regime Bwith progressive and reversible trans
tions. The stage of progressive transition inregime Bis sup-
posed to be a state with current-maintained precession
spin wave emission.3,11

~2! The existence of theregimes AandB can be theoreti-
cally explained by a calculation in which Slonczewski’s sp
torque is introduced in a LLG equation to study the stabi
of the P and AP configurations. Our experimental results
be accounted for in the schematic diagram of Fig. 4.

~3! The field dependence of the critical currents can
reasonably well accounted for by the expressions derived
including the spin torque of Slonczewski into the LLG equ
tion. In contrast there is a strong discrepancy between
experimental field dependence and what is expected w
the effect of the current is expressed by an effective
changelike interaction.
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APPENDIX A: INSTABILITY CONDITIONS

When the trilayer is close to the P configuration~u close
to zero!, the determinant of Eq.~7! is

D52ag0Gpj S Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D
2g0

2~Happl1Han!~Happl1Han1Hd!. ~A1!
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A straightforward numerical estimate shows that, f
Happl.0 and even for current densities largely exceeding
experimental rangeD is negative. Consequently,

k152Gpj 2ag0S Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D1 iA~2D!,

k252Gpj 2ag0S Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D2 iA~2D!. ~A2!

The ellipsoidal magnetization precession around thex
axis is related to the imaginary part ofk1 and k2 . On the
other hand, the stability of the P state depends on the sig
the real part ofk1 and k2 . For j ,2(ag0 /GP)(Happl1Han
1Hd/2), the real parts ofk1 andk2 are positive, exp(k1t) and
exp(k2t) increase with time, which means that the P state
unstable.

The same approach can be applied to discuss the stab
of the AP configuration, but the problem is more comple
The determinant is now

D522ag0GAPj S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D
1g0

2~Happl2Han!~2Happl1Han1Hd!. ~A3!

For Happl.0 andHan2Happl@a2Hd , the first term inD can
be neglected andD5g0

2(Happl2Han)(2Happl1Han1Hd) is
negative. Thus,

k15GAPj 2ag0S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D2 iAuDu,

k25GAPj 2ag0S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D1 iAuDu. ~A4!

The real parts ofk1 andk2 are positive and the AP configu
ration is unstable for

j .
ag0

GAP S Hd

2
2Happl1HanD ~A5!

For Happl.0 andHappl2Han@a2Hd , the first term inD can
be neglected as well.D is positive and

k15GAPj 2ag0S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D2AD,

k25GAPj 2ag0S 2Happl1Han1
Hd

2 D1AD. ~A6!

With AD@ag0(2Happl1Han1Hd/2), the AP state is un-
stable ifk1 or k2 is positive. This leads to the condition fo
the instability of the AP state

j .2
g0

GAPA~Happl2Han!~Hd2Happl1Han!. ~A7!
2-7
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APPENDIX B: EXTENSION TO NEGATIVE APPLIED
FIELDS

The calculations in the body of the article and in Appe
dix A have been limited to the situation where both the m
netization of the thick layer and the applied field were in t
same positive direction of thex axis ~as in our experiments!.
Now we suppose we reverse the applied field and we l
for the extension of the diagram to the left of Fig. 4. We w
consider two situations.

~a! In a negative field, the magnetization of the thick lay
is reversedm̂152ûx ~this is the situation when the applie
field exceeds the coercive field of the thick layer!.

~b! The magnetization of the thick layer is still positiv
m̂151ûx ~this occurs if, for example, this magnetization
pinned by an antiferromagnetic layer, or this describes a
the situation for an applied field smaller than the coerc
field of the thick layer!.

Calculations similar to those for positive fields lead to t
following equations for the critical lines in the extension
the diagram of Fig. 4. In case~a! the expressions of the
critical currents are simply obtained from those forHappl
.0 by replacingHappl by uHapplu.

Case~a!, regime A (Happl,0, Han2uHapplu@a2Hd): di-
rect and irreversible transitions between P and AP are
pected at the critical currents

j c
P→AP52

ag0

GP S uHapplu1Han1
Hd

2 D
j c
AP→P51

ag0

GAP S 2uHapplu1Han1
Hd

2 D . ~B1!
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HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia.
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